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ASSEMBLY MANUAL
ORBIT Series and Keyboard pull out option
Video Assembly manual is also available.
We encourage you to follow our Step by Step video manuals for easy assembly.

ORBIT Desk

!

Pull out option

NOTE In order to avoid injury or damages,
please do not try to assemble your desk alone.
Our furniture is massive and heavy and requires
at least two people to carry out assembly.
Please assemble on soft surface to avoid
scratches to the lacquer.

The Desk You Deserve

Thank you for making StudioDesk your desk of choice!
Before beginning assembly of your desk, let’s get familiar with the parts you have received in your package.
Please match the corresponding numbers on this page with the drawings.

Parts
1. Desk Surface 2. Armrest 3. Electric platform 4. Cable management 5. Controller 7. Cable inlay
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Hardware

TOOLS needed

OPTIONAL SPEAKER SHELVES

OPTIONAL RACK MODULE

Tools needed (Not included)
OPTIONAL Keyboard pull out
M6 x 16
Confirmat screw
X6

Washer

M6 Screws

7x

7x

Phillips Screw driver
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Step One Place desk top to the soft surface and install Electric platform as
shown on the picture below. You will find separate manual
how to assemble electric platform inside it’s box.

NOTE! If you purchased Pull out option jump to step 5 before turning your desk to
standing position.
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Step Two
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Turn desk to standing position. Install
Cable inlay 1 and controller 2
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Step Three

Modules (if purchased) come assembled and can
be placed on the desktop on desired place.
Screw with the plastic head is used to fix module
to the desk from below. You can move module
front and back left and right by unscrewing screw
a bit and fasten it back when you set module in
the position.
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Step Four

Speaker shelf (if purchased) should be installed as shown below. Use Screw with plastic head.
Fix it from the bottom.

If you purchase optional keyboard pull out, here is how to assemble it.
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Step Five

If Pull out keyboard option is part of your
Set, install pull out on the beginning
while desk is still not in upward position.
Install brackets to the pull out holders using
M6 screws.
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Step Six

Install pull out vertical to pull out board
using confirmat screws.
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Step Seven

Install Poll out holders to the
Desk surface using M6 screws as shown
on the picture. Do not fasten it yet. It
has to be loose to allow you to
manipulate with pull out holders.
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Step Eight

Push rails installed on the board to the
slides on the pull out holders to the
Position. IMPORTANT it has to be done
evenly on the both sides. Once rail is in
place, fasten screws on the verticals
from the previous step. Once done
continue to the step TWO.

